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ABSTRACT
PathBLAST isanetworkalignment andsearch tool for
comparing protein interaction networks across spe-
cies to identify protein pathways and complexes that
have been conserved by evolution. The basicmethod
searches for high-scoring alignments between pairs
of protein interaction paths, for which proteins of the
first path are pairedwith putative orthologs occurring
in the same order in the second path. This technique
discriminates between true- and false-positive
interactions and allows for functional annotation of
protein interaction pathways based on similarity to
the network of another, well-characterized species.
PathBLAST is now available at http://www.pathblast.
org/ as aweb-basedquery. In this implementation, the
user specifies a short protein interaction path for
query against a target protein–protein interactionnet-
work selected from a network database. PathBLAST
returns a ranked list ofmatching paths from the target
network along with a graphical view of these paths
and the overlap among them. Target protein–protein
interaction networks are currently available for
Helicobacter pylori, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanoga-
ster. Just as BLAST enables rapid comparison of pro-
tein sequences between genomes, tools such as
PathBLAST are enabling comparative genomics at
the network level.
INTRODUCTION
A major challenge of post-genomic biology is to understand
how genes, proteins and small molecules interact to form
signaling and regulatory networks. Recent progress in
high-throughput technologies has enabled us to characterize
these networks more directly than ever before, using proce-
dures such as the two-hybrid assay (1), co-immunoprecipita-
tion (2) or the chIP-chip approach (3,4) to screen for protein–
protein or protein–DNA interactions. To date, these technologies
have generated large interaction networks for bacteria (5),
yeast (6–10), nematode worm (11) and fruit fly (12).
The enormous amount of data now available on protein
interaction networks raises new questions about network evolu-
tion and function. These data also introduce a number of
technical challenges: how to separate true protein–protein
and protein–DNA interactions from false positives (13);
how to annotate interactions with functional roles; and, ulti-
mately, how to organize large-scale interaction data into mod-
els of cellular signaling and regulatory machinery (14). As is
often the case in biology, an approach based on cross-species
comparisons may provide a valuable framework for addres-
sing these challenges. By comparing networks drawn from
different species or conditions (15–17), it is possible to rein-
force the common signal present in both networks while redu-
cing the independent noise (i.e. false-positive interactions).
Moreover, network comparisons can be used systematically to
catalog all of a cell’s conserved network regions, each repre-
senting a functionally homologous mechanism or pathway.
We have recently devised a method called PathBLAST (18)
to enable comparative network biology of this type (Figure 1).
Just as BLAST is used to perform rapid alignment of protein
sequences (19), PathBLAST is based on alignment of protein
networks. Specifically, PathBLAST searches for high-scoring
pathway alignments between two paths, one from each net-
work, in which proteins of the first path are paired with
putative orthologs occurring in the same order in the second
path. Pathway alignments are scored by the degree of protein
sequence similarity at each pathway position and by the qual-
ity of the protein interactions they contain. To account for
experimental error and evolutionary variation between
networks, the method also allows for ‘gaps’ in the pathway
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alignment. A gap occurs when interacting proteins in one path
are aligned against orthologous proteins in the other path that
do not interact directly but are connected at distance two (i.e.
both interact via a common protein). PathBLAST implements
an efficient search through all possible alignments between
two networks to identify the highest scoring pathway align-
ments overall.
Since reporting on basic algorithmic methods for identify-
ing conserved protein interaction paths (18) or complexes (20),
our focus has been on making these methods accessible to the
biological community at large. Here, we report development
of a server-side PathBLAST query tool available at http://
www.pathblast.org/. This tool enables short user-defined
pathway queries (paths < 5 proteins) against the current data-
base of observed protein interactions from bacteria, yeast, fly
or worm. High-scoring pathway matches are extracted from
the interaction database and ranked by score. This search is
general, such that the query may consist of proteins and protein
interactions from any arbitrary pathway and species provided
that the protein sequences are available.
NETWORK QUERIES AND THE PathBLAST
SERVER
The core PathBLAST algorithm, as previously reported (18),
operates on two protein networks to identify their significant
pathway alignments. The available website implementation
focuses on the special but practical case in which the first
network is a single protein interaction path of interest (Figure 1,
top left) and the second network is a complete set of protein–
protein interactions that has been experimentally observed for
an organism of choice (Figure 1, bottom left). Referring to the
first network as the query and to the second network as the
target, PathBLAST outputs all paths in the target that form
high-scoring alignments with the query.
Input of query and target
Query submission is modeled strongly after the interface
developed by the NCBI for submitting sequence queries via
BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/). This inter-
face is a well-accepted and intuitive means of extracting infor-
mation from large bioinformatics databases. The PathBLAST
front page prompts users to specify both the pathway query
and the target network (Figure 2). The query pathway is spe-
cified by entering a sequence of two to five proteins (left
column of fields labeled A, B, C in Figure 2). Proteins are
identified either by protein ID or by direct input of an amino
acid sequence in FASTA format. Recognized protein IDs are
the common names for proteins from yeast, bacteria (Helico-
bacter pylori), fruit fly or nematode worm (species for which
the target protein networks are available—see below).
Systematic open reading frame (ORF) designations are also
recognized for these species. Alternatively, protein IDs may be
specified as DIP reference numbers used by the Database of
Interacting Proteins (21). Direct entry of FASTA sequences is
useful for more general pathway queries based on the proteins
of species not included in the above list. Several sample path-
ways are available as a tutorial and for test of the query system.
The target network is specified from a pull-down menu
system in the lower left-hand corner of the PathBLAST
front page. Target protein–protein interaction networks are
drawn from the DIP database (21) and currently include
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (6,7,9,10), H.pylori (5), Drosophila
melanogaster (12) and Caenorhabditis elegans (11). Partial
protein–protein interaction networks are also available for
Homo sapiens and Mus musculus.
Putative homologous proteins between the query and
the target are defined by specifying a BLAST expected
value (E-value) threshold. This threshold reduces the potential
search space by disregarding all pairs of homologs with a
higher-than-specified E-value. This does not however,
mean, that a protein will necessarily align against the homolog
with the best absolute BLAST E-value overall (the alignment
being constrained by the protein interactions that are present in
the network). To calibrate E-values of protein sequence
homology across different species, a single composite protein
sequence database is used for all query pathways, independent
of the target species.
Figure 1. Identifying conserved protein interaction pathways with PathBLAST. PathBLAST operates in two modes, depending on whether the query is a single
pathway or a whole network. In the first mode, single user-defined pathways are queried against a reference network of observed protein interactions from bacteria,
yeast, fly or worm. In the second mode, two large protein networks are aligned against each other to enumerate all of the pathways that are conserved between them.
High-scoring pathway matches (A–D) are ranked by score and indicate pathways that are potentially conserved over evolution. The current focus of the PathBLAST
website is on the first (more common) mode of query.











Before the PathBLAST search begins, each protein ID is
indexed against a local sequence database to obtain the cor-
responding protein sequence. A dialog appears asking the user
to confirm that the correct protein sequences have been
matched to each ID. This step identifies erroneous IDs (failure
to identify a matching sequence) or ambiguous IDs (multiple
matching sequences) before submitting the query to Path-
BLAST. In the case that FASTA sequences were supplied
directly, this sequence lookup is not necessary.
PathBLAST search and output
After confirming the protein sequences corresponding to each
ID, the query is submitted to PathBLAST for processing.
Query times typically fall in the range of 45–80 s. Query
results are returned via a text report and a graphical display.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the overall report follows a look
and feel similar to the manner in which BLAST sequence
alignments are returned at the NCBI website. Interestingly,
most of the PathBLAST computation time involves construc-
tion and layout of the graphical display; the actual PathBLAST
alignment and search operation typically completes within a
second.
The PathBLAST text report lists the best matching paths
(high-scoring pathway alignments) in order of score. In the
graphical display, these paths are represented as a network of
nodes (proteins) and edges (interactions). High-scoring paths
that have one or more proteins in common are merged and
shown as overlapping paths in the network. Proteins are color
coded to indicate the relative pathway ranking of each aligned
Figure 2. PathBLAST front page. To define the pathway query, users enter a series of protein IDs (DIP number, common name, or systematic ORF designation), or a
series of FASTA-format protein sequences, each with a corresponding sequence identifier. The length of the query pathway can be varied between two and five
proteins by using the ‘Add a Protein’ and ‘Remove a Protein’ buttons. Users must specify the BLAST E-value threshold for protein sequence similarity (used to
determine which protein pairs should be considered as putative orthologs) as well as the target network for comparison. As part of a brief tutorial, users can evaluate
the approach on several example pathways.











pathway match, with the best scoring match shown in red. In
cases in which a protein is involved in more than one high-
scoring pathway alignment, the highest scoring pathway is
used to determine the node color. When available, each
aligned protein is hyperlinked to its corresponding functional
annotations drawn from the relevant genome database [i.e. the
Saccharomyces Genome Database (22)] for queries against the
yeast network, and so on). Together, the PathBLAST report
allows users to traverse from individual pathway alignments
(Figure 3) to a view of how these alignments overlap with
other high-scoring pathway alignments in the target network
(Figure 4), to obtaining functional information about the
protein members of each pathway (links to the genome
databases).
Pathway alignment scoring
The score of each pathway alignment is also reported with
each textual and graphical alignment result. As previously
described (18), the score is a product of independent probabil-
ities for each aligned protein pair and for each protein inter-
action. The probability of each protein pair is based on its
BLAST E-value of sequence alignment, whereas the probabil-
ity of each protein interaction is based on the false-positive
rates associated with interactions in the target network.
Ideally, the score would be calibrated against the expected
score distribution for random (permuted) target networks. This
calibration would allow derivation of a P-value of significance
for each pathway alignment. However, computing the
expected score distribution empirically is not possible within
an acceptable time frame for user-initiated pathway queries
(e.g. within a few minutes). Accordingly, P-values are not
currently generated at the PathBLAST web interface. We
are working on techniques to overcome this limitation and
expect that as more organisms are added to the PathBLAST
network database, it will be possible to derive an approximate
formula for obtaining calibrated significances.
DISCUSSION
Beyond the scoring limitation, several directions for Path-
BLAST website development are of immediate interest.
First, although the current focus of the web server is on
protein–protein interaction networks, large protein–DNA
(transcriptional) networks for Escherichia coli (23) and
yeast (8) have also recently become available and need to
be added to the network database. Handling protein–DNA
networks will require changes in network semantics and repre-
sentation. For instance, for a protein–protein interaction (a, b),
the direction of biological information flow (whether a
precedes b, or vice versa) is typically ambiguous or unknown.
Conversely, a protein–DNA interaction (a, b) typically indi-
cates that protein a transcriptionally regulates the gene encod-
ing protein b, a non-symmetric relationship (8).
Figure 3. Example of PathBLAST search result. The pathway (Ste20-Act1-Myo1) was used to query the yeast protein–protein interaction database for high-scoring
pathway alignment matches. Each matching protein is linked to a functional annotation, if available.











Second, we are preparing an implementation of PathBLAST
that functions as a plug-in to the Cytoscape software environ-
ment (24) (http://www.cytoscape.org) for network visualiza-
tion and modeling. While the website enables alignment of a
single path against a larger network database, the PathBLAST
plug-in will be optimized for alignment of two large protein
networks against each other to catalog all of their conserved
pathways. As a plug-in, PathBLAST will leverage Cytoscape’s
core functionality for network layout, data integration and
visualization as well as interact with other plug-in analyses
and with the PathBLAST web server. To facilitate this level of
integration, we have registered an XML MIME type for trans-
fer of PathBLAST pathway alignments between the website
and Cytoscape. This will enable users to hyperlink from a
pathway alignment on the website to a Cytoscape session
based on the same alignment.
Finally, we will make available a recently published variant
of PathBLAST for which the queries are not paths but protein
complexes (20). Here, a complex is defined as a ‘clique’ of
proteins in the network, i.e. a set of proteins for which all pair-
wise interactions are present. The protein complex provides an
alternative model for searching for conserved structure within
a large protein network.
As protein interaction datasets and the methods for analyz-
ing them mature, we envision that these technologies will be
instrumental in extending comparative molecular biology
from the level of DNA and protein sequences to the level
of protein interaction networks. The focus of the present Path-
BLAST tool has been on discovery and functional annotation
of protein interaction pathways based on similarity to the net-
works of other, well-characterized species. However, because
recurrence of protein interactions across several networks
suggests that they are biologically significant, network com-
parisons are also proving useful for distinguishing between
true- and false-positive interactions. Perhaps most attractive of
all is the potential impact systematic network comparisons
could have on the study and treatment of disease, for instance,
by directing drugs to pathways that are present in a pathogenic
organism but absent from its human host.
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